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VI. Stacking Up to
ESA Swarm

I. Mission

VII. Conclusion

Magne
communication capabilities started as a simple link between the C beSa
singular beacon and a sole ground station on USC main campus. Reaching out to
amateur radio operators and optimizing beacon cycling drastically increased the
mi i n expected ability to preserve and downlink widespread data collected
The team carried out a brief investigation to
over every continent. The Magneto team hopes to demonstrate that being
determine how Magneto might compare against
on a limited budget does not necessarily mean being unable to pursue
government missions with similar objectives specifically,
and
accomplish
meaningful
scientific
investigation
of
Space.
the European Space Agenc Swarm mission to study the

Ea h magnetic and electrical field.

Number of Satellites
Satellite Length
Mission Lifetime
Magnetometer Resolution
Distance Between Collected
Data Points
Satellite Position Accuracy
Cost

Magneto

Swarm

1
.15 m (1.5U)
~ 37 days (expected)
±1 nT

3
5.1m
2013 - Present
±0.01 nT

10-2500 km

0-10 km

±12 km
$50,000

±0.2 km
$319,000,000

Simulated coverage when
crowdsourcing data from
amateur stations.

Magneto is USC 4th CubeSat, born from a launch opportunity with Firefly
Aerospace, and built with the support of Omega Engineering, who also
provided the C beSa payload. Magen
mission is to carry two
As part of a low-cost 1.5U CubeSat,
COTS Omega magnetometers to a 97° inclined, 300km Low
Magne
RF beacon was constrained by a
Earth Orbit (LEO) to measure and downlink
low power budget (a function of slow battery cell
magnetosphere data from around the globe.
recharge due to small body-mount solar panels) and
limited memory. Low power availability meant transmission
of only one beacon per minute, while limited memory
necessitated the creation of a dynamic, fixed-size data
These challenges were addressed
structure to store magnetometer readings in an onwith the intent to downlink
enough widespread magnetometer
board
flash
chip
for
subsequent
downlink.
data to make the mission

II. Motivation

meaningful.

III. Amateur Radio Community

With a predefined, repeating beacon scheme in place to downlink current and stored sets of
magnetometer readings, it became imperative to leverage a global ground station network that
would facilitate the reception of as many beacons and thus as many magnetosphere samples
Figure 1. Beaconing only Figure 2. Beaconing real-time
from
as
many
orbital
locations
as
possible.
The
Magneto
team
identified
amateur
radio
users
(colored) + stored readings
real-time readings over a
To assess the level of global coverage accomplished utilizing amateur stations, MATLAB was
(white) over a month-long period.
month-long period.
around the world equipped to receive Magne
437.4MHz frequency, through the Radio Amateur
used to analyze and plot expected data collection, using satellite position, eclipse, and ground
Satellite Corporation (AMSAT), an international non-profit organization, and SatNOGS, an openaccess data produced in Systems Tool Kit (STK). Analysis in MATLAB took into account
source ground station network. A beacon decoder will be sent to these amateur radio operators, who
that, due to a low power budget, the beacon would be turned off during eclipse and the
will relay the data they receive back to a dedicated USC email server, where the data will be parsed
CubeSat would neither collect nor transmit data during those times. Scenarios were run to
To work within power and memory constraints while still
and
read
into
a
database
for
later
ease
of
access
and
analysis.
These
amateur
users
will
essentially
observe how stored data sets (Fig. 2) increased coverage compared to scenarios where
communicating all desired data, Magne
downlink was split into
serve as Magne
own ground station network, allowing for data collection far from the reach of
only real-time data was received with line-of-sight access (Fig. 1). To obtain a quantifiable
three separate beacons two with magnetometer and position data,
the C beSa home control station in Southern California.
estimate of coverage, simulated data collection points were plotted onto a scaled,
and one with health and status info that would rotate and repeat on a
255x255 gridded sphere, so that empty vs. populated grid squares could be compared
loop. The two magnetometer data beacons collectively include a
to obtain a relative percentage of coverage via a 3D histogram of the data.
reading at the beginning of the beacon cycle, as well as 7 stored sets of
w/ Stored Data Sets
readings. These 7 historical sets are
pushed
to
flash
storage
at
predefined
20.54%
intervals and are maintained in the
rotating storage structure visually
w/ Real-Time Data
depicted here. Stored readings are
13.62%
accessed, packetized for beaconing,
and thereafter replaced with new stored
readings while the structure pointers rotate
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one slot to mark the next set of data for
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beaconing. Stored magnetometer readings
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V. Simulating Expected Coverage
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